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The Medical Sthdent.
)IN the autumn of I887, the subject of a paper
edited and published by the students of our
schooI was brought before the Hahnemann
Society. While no one doubted that such an
undertaking was practicalタand would be of
benefit to all concemed, Sti11タin view of the time
of yearタit being then about the middle of
November, Which would make a volume incom-
plete if its issue were begun so late in the term,
it was thought best to postpone action till the
following spring・ Accordingly’at the amual
banquet of ther society, held at the Quincy House,
June 4, 1888, the subject was presented by the
president’Mr. M. W. Turner’’89’and received
much encouragement from all sides. A com-
mittee was appointed) With full powersI COnSisting
of Mr. M. W. Tumer言89, Mr. C. W. Morse言89)
Mr. G. W. Bates, ;87) Mr. C. H. Thomas言88)
and Mr. H. W. Johnson, ’88・冒he committee
elected the last named gentlemanバmanaging
editor,タブ　and Mr. C. H. Thomas・くくbusiness
editor’,, the remalnlng members of the board to
be chosen from the senior and middle dasses,一
two from ,eaCh class. The‘ edito音rS from the
junior class will be chosen by the editorial board
about March |St, eaCh year.
The committee herewith present the first
number of our paper) and beg that its readers
will bear in mind the d瓶culty in preparing the
initial copy of a joumal, and be lenient in their
criticism. We think we may safely promise
that the fo11owing numbers will be superior to
this, the first one, in every way.
We have christened th鉛　Periodical THE
MEDICÅL STU。ENT) and we trust that mothing
will ever appear in its pages which shaIl disgrace
the name. We are all s如dents, We Qught never
to be anything else ; for -OurS is a science and an
art Of which we never can hope to knpw the
whole)-the g‘物a破k of which we never shall
reach. But it is thepart o書the true physician to
be always strivingタalways studying, tO aPPrOaCh
as near a perfect knowledge of his art as lies
within his power. It is because of a firm belief
in this creed that we have taken as our motto the
quotation of Hahnemann which appears on our
title page. He who 6easeS tO be a medical
student from the moment when he gets his
dipIoma) Certainly ought never to receive the
docllment.
THE MEDICAL STUDENT Will endeavor, in
every way) tO enCOurage the study of the applica-
tion and development of the law of similia in
therapeutic art. It wi11 be a homceopathic
journal. It is to be the aim of those at present
in char脅e that no pseudo-homceopathy) nO
tincture of eclecticism? nOthing savoring of anti-
pathy, Shall ever frod a place in our pages.
Well-rePOrted cases? treated according to the
law, With any potency, Will always be welcome to
our columns.
IN Our COlumns for this month will be found a
request for instruction in the art of writing pre-
scriptions・ This eems to us slightly out of
place As true Hom(roPaths) PraCtising accord-
ing to the law of similas and the single remedy,
we should have no need of prescriptions, and
hence no need of instruction in the art of writing
them. The use of a prescription is a confession
of ignorance or laziness? Perhaps both・ and cin
not be condemned too strongly. It isthe old
story of “ havento time to study up the case’’’or
“polypharmacy is no worse than altemation,タタ
(Which is true enough, Perhaps, in some cases’)
&c.) &c・) Od彫みumタGd mumm・ We submit
that a ca11 for instruction of this sort is hardly in
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the line of`PrOgreSS,,and not calculated to pro-
mote the studyand de晶opm叩t of our therapeu-
tics. ``P" states that our students do not know
the simplest abbreviations in common use. we
learned many of these when we studied arith-
metic’and what few we have found use for in o甲
reading) We looked up where we look up the
meaning of other medical tems)- in Dungli-
SOn,s Dictionary.
He further asserts that the young physician
Should be prepared for everything, and we gather
from his communication that the recent graduate
Should ca「ry in his head the therapeutic resources
Of both schooIs. We think the average newly-
fledged Galen will confess that the homceopathic
materiamed干ca is as much as he can masterin
tha=ine, Without altemp中g to cram into his
head the polyphamacy of the old school.
What we want is not less homceopathyJ but
more. Give us a little less a11opathy and more
applied materia medica.
THE College αamouncement ,) for the current
year is at hand, graCed with a fine new cut of the
buildings and grou重}ds言ncluding the hospital ;
this is a great improvement upon the dingy affair
heretofore issued upon the first page., Inlo6king
書誌藍書芸こ請書n藍霊言:
ment.
Drs. Sutherland and Rockwell have been
PrOmOted to professorships, and can be depended
upon to ably fⅢ their respective positions. The
ups and downs of the chair of physioIogy have
been mar}y and varied, and we feel a sense of
rest and satisfaction to know thal it 《is now
Placed in e鯖cient, and we eamestly hope pema」
nent hands葛うthe ori]y remaining wish is to see
the course itself amp皿ed and extended, tO COVer
the full first year.
In the recommendations of text books may be
found a few changes from last year; Burt and
Taylor叩e dropped from the materia medica list,
and Farringtonls new and important work) With
Brunton, added to fill the places. Leishmam
is dropped from the pbstetri6al department, and
Lusk plaped first ’on the list. Nothing couId be
more pleasing; and smilingly we nbte that under
the new竜ispen簿ti壷, peOr朝d、 Hodges, `! O. P.,,,
has been obliged to step down and out from the
ana omica=ist ; the lOnly tear which will fall for
the old stand-by will be shed by the scheming
middl rs or s niors w o still hold aバfine copy),
at one ldollar seventy-five andQ no takers. Dr.
Southwick)s new work on gynzecoIogy stands
foremost`On this list) and long may it retain its posi-
tionタa WOrthy memento of our beloved instructor.
For the first time ill the history of the college
the Hahnemanh and G egory societies obtain
men ion in he存amual.,, This fact must be
Very Satisfactory to the members, and we hope
Will nthuse them with increased vigor for honest
WOrk. T pri  of tuition) in accordance with
the notice given in the Iast αannouncement,ブタhas
been advahced ohe hundred do]lars for single
year tickets. Certainly no one can find fault
With this, for every conscientious student who
enters the Boston University receives many
times the value of the money invested.
The list of scholarships is increased by the
addition of two which have been fo丘nded, by the
e鮮orts of the alumni association of the school.
May the good work go on !
There are a few unimportant changes in the
PerSOmel of the dispensary sta鱈. As usual, the
book itself is neat in appearance’and we11
Printed, thereby re鯖ecting credit upon its
COmPiler and the school. `
WE hoped to pr s t in this numher an article
upon “Zinc,” by Prof. J. H. Smith. Unfor-
tunately, Dr. Smith has been unable to obtain
his MS. from the publishers of the transactions of
the American Institute in season for its appear-
ance this m nth, but it mayl be expected in our
next issue. Dr. Walter Wesselhceft has promised
n ar icl  on質Eclampsia;) which will appear
S○○n.
A STITCH IN TIME.
THE COndition ’of many students in respect to
their s udies at the cIose壷the school year wouId
be laughable if it were not so seriouS; it is then
hat they have to買sit up ldte a皿d eat the bread
Of sorr w.,? All this might be avoided if, at the
beginnihg of the y ar, they would commence
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their( WOrk by studying each l lectureあ御伽施砂上
and not allow notes to accumulate until they are
piled) like Pelion upon Ossa, making the unfortu-
nate student feel’as though・the weight' Of the `
WOrld were upon` his shoulders六　AsJfor the
juniors, timel葛Should,, Perhaps,、 、be斜め押ed them
to become accustomed to habits of study, if they
are not fresh`‘from school, but by a人middler ,Or a,
senior no e郎uSe Can be o鮮ered for 'delay.
The feelinきthat αthere will be ’Plenty of time
soon" is fallacious-there is no?time like the
PreSent; eXaminations are′ at hand before one
hastime to think, and then it is grind! grind!!
grind用sitting up late at night; and rising early
in the moTning to prepare for them. Do the best
we can, SOmething will have to・ Wait and be
付crammed,, at the last minute, and how much
better to begin the =reviewブタwhen one can go
OVer the¥ matter Carefully) Without feeling that the
whip and spur must be used to　くくget him
throughタブin time: Jn the li王e of a student there
is no time so valuable as that at the beginning o壬
the year; it is the golden opportunity which,
unfortunatelyタis too often‘WaSted・ M. W. T.言89.
=VARIED ASPECTS OF MASSAGE.’’
Paper by HENRIK Q. PETERSEN, ,89吉ead before the Hahne-
mann society of Boston Universlty SchooI of Medicine, at its
fust annual public meetingl February 9タI888.
MoTTO :一`` Aportet discentem credere, OPOrtet jam edoctum judicio
sui uti.タブ- Ba`ク形.
物■. }シャ∫㌶mちLal秘and Gm紘mm ;
Though I appreciate the honor of being
requested to read a paper before youJ I ’Can but
regret that the time is necessarily too limited on
this occasior) tO do justice ↓tO the subject chosen,
which I will call :在肱7-あ。空海めりv ma∫J.倦み’’
Glancing at ancient records of the healing art)
we find the fundamental principles of Massage′
PreSented in a more or less crude form・ Among
the Chinese it was practised several thousand
years before our eraJ Whep Hippocrates in his
aphorisms firs.t called attention to, lits 、 uSefulness
as a remedial` agenノt, and also practical]y provedい
its curative Wa.lue in numerous cases: There isH
everyしr助SOn;tO believe that he.′WrOte a SeParafe.
WOrk‘ uPOn∴this subject, ahd that it may have
been lost, like so many others.エt su範ces亘ow-
ever, tO bear ‘in mind that Massage held an
important' ¥place in′ the surgical therapeutics of
the G eeks,. ahd that its application merely, nOt
it5 utilityタgaVe正se to serious dissensions, aS for
instance, lthe one between the Humorists and the
Solidists. The practical′ RomanS borrowed also
this art from their neighbors, and remodelled their
OWn hygienic and therapeutic measures upon the
basis f Gr ek nowl dge and experience. Dur-
ing more than six centuries after工he days of
Hippocrates, Massage was resorted to in almost
the same manner s when he lived, though we
find in, a Chapter of Herodotus ’an al事usion to its
st皿more extended use, - in fevers.
Leaving the ancient epoch at the 4.th century,
and l PaSSing through the Byzantine period, We
notice, in the general decline・, a grOWing ind綿er-
ence, also, tO hyg enic we11-being ; this was still
more marked in th  middle ages when the neg-
lect becam  complete, the baths and thermes
Were {destroyed, and all care for the body looked
upon as a useless luxury.　Among the rare
medical works of those days, We find no mention
Of Massage as a remedial or curative agent・
When, tOWard the end of the I5th century, a
growing enthusiasm for the classics swept over
Franpe and the rest of the civilized world, this
revival bro心ght to light also the hidden and for-
gotten art of Massage, though at first more
Particularly with reference to military hygiene.
Parac lsus became ts丘rm advocate, and the
召Father o子French surgery),) Ambroise Par6’
and his schoo], PrOfited by the ancient writings
and the p actica] applications of Massage, but
n ve theless, all the works of that period are
Wanting in argu ent and criticism ; they are con-
fused, and give but the names of various diseases,
with the remark that such treatment might be
u eful, Without citing actual cases in proof of
this. No progre s can be said to have been
made弓正this direction during the succeeding
Centuries∴which were equally characterized by
absurdity and arrogance in some departrhents of
medical science, aS by able and modest research
inl Others. 1 But in spite of the factthatlthis mode
of treatment. had fallen largely into the hands・of
t  people, it shovi'ed itself・ POSSeSSed of qualities
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which could not be disguised by the charlatan.
Approaching our own times) the first serious
attempt to utilize its therapeutic value took place
in the latter part of the last century. Tissot and
Meibom are entitled to our gratitude for promot-
ing its resuscitation and its scientific claims) and
are the only authors to whom we can refer with
benefit. To-day, Dr. Mezger of Amsterdin
Stands foremost among those who, by the success-
ful practice of Massage, have opened the way to
its general recog重lition, both professional and
Public. The French) Who gave the treatment its
name, and rescued it from oblivion, had but a
faint idea of, and seemingly no use for it at the
time when Dr. Mezger attracted widespread
attention throughout the medical world by his
SuCCeSSful treatment of the Danish crown-Prince
for a chronic joint troub】e, and it is to be hoped
that his present treatment of the ex-emPreSS
Eugenie for rheumatic complications) Will still
further emphasize its value in therapeutics, and
forcibly enlighten the sceptical as obstinately
ignorant. Not, however, that these individual
CaSeS, because they happen to belong to exalted
PerSOnS, have any greater intrinsic value or claim
upon our attention than hundreds of others, but
We maylook upon them in the light of distant
explosives, Shaking up those routine practitioners
Who are enslaved by either dead or living author-
ities.　Let us under such circumstances be
Sincerely loyal to any crowned head who is
instrumental in tuming the tables by exploding
SOmething instead of being himself expIoded.
French medical literature within the last
twenty-five years possesses but one bri]liant and
able paper upon our subject. This was presented
to the Academy of Medicine at Paris, by Dr.
Girard, CauSing an exceedingly interesting discus-
Sion among the members of that leamed body.
In proportion) however) aS that count-y}s litera-
ture became impoverished, the Geman, and
Particularly the Scandanavian, greW richer. The
massage treatment won its partisans in Holland,
Germany, Austria, Norway, Sweden, Denmar料
even in Russia, -all due to Dr. Mezger and his
PuPils) patient and successfu=abor during the
last thirty years. Practical progress, and not mere
Vague theories, may be inferred when such men
as Billroth, Brown-S5quard, Charcot, Esmarch,
Gussenbau r,　Mosengeil,　Mundi, Pilcher,
Thiersch, a e found ainong its advocates.
So farタWe have hastily considered the histori-
cal evol tion of Massage - it ’remains now to
define its meaning and physioIogical action.
The,derhation of the term is from the Greek
#彬∬0, I k ead or/ handle, and may also be
r ferred to the Arab c ua∫J‘, tO PreSS SOftly.
The。retical ′ writers, SuCh as Estradare, have
gi n lo g and complicated definitions of its
nature and modes of application. For practical
PurPOSeS h se may be set aside, aS muCh shorter
descript s will serve our ends on this occasion.
What, then, is Massage? Itismotioncommuni-
cated from thout to the various constituents of
th  animated bod . How is this motion trans-
mitted? Through‘ the operator, by Jt71t?居お
jシ宏iあn, An4cZ脇あand by 4er#uJ.∫わn. These four
terms convey th ir sense almost without explana-
tion. O e or more, Or all combined, may be
requi専,‥aS the ase二demands- Theinunction of
the affected parts with oil or vaseline is not
found n c ssary n the majority of cases, but
may be grateful to the patient if there is great
emaciation and tenderness, Orunder the manipula・
tion of coarse and ony丘ngers, tO Which, how-
ever, nO delicate case, if any, Should be entrusted.
Stro居カ絡Should be made gently with the palm
Of the hand, COmmenCing at the periphery, and
from below upwards; this favors the retumihg
Ci culation. The a鮮ected part thus receives
agraduated pressure, and the tissues are in a
measure prepared, and often considerably
Strengthened, tO bear a direct touch. Clinical
Observations prove it e鯖cient in diminishing pain
and t e temperature, at the same time that it
augmen s the power of reabsorption. It is in a11
CaSeS a g ateful and useful preliminary, Whereby the
Patient becomes accustomed to the operator)s hand)
and submits with b tter grace to more energetic
manipulations. This method proves effective in
acute, SPaSmOdic pains, and in traumatic lesions
Of the joints or muscles.
B海あのi針d言modi宜cation of stroking, and is
found best when used ihconnectionwith it. This
differs essentially in being more energetic, and
having more of a ci culatory than a vertical
direction. The tips of the fingers are used, and
the pressure can b6 accentuated considerably, and
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Within a more limited space. Subcutaneous
affections and articular rheumatism, With a ten
dency to become chronic? are best treated in this
Way・
Z㌶e朗助祭has principally the muscles and the tis-
SueS in general as a丘eld of operation・ The
fleshy part is held by the thumb and the index
finger, either of one or both hands. In my own
PraCtise, I have found the use of both hands
desirable, eVen Where the size of the a鮮ected part
WOuld seemJo require but one hand at a time.
The parts are fimly and yet gently squeezed, and
also given a rolling movement. Experience and
anatomical knowledge will regulate the force that
Should be used, aS for instance, in an cedematous
infiltration of the subcutaneous cellular tissue.
Here common sense alone would prompt the
OPeratOr tO SOften the movements, aS COmPared
With the energy needed to augment the vitality of
a paralyzed or atrophying muscle. In addition
to such cases, this method will cause inflammatory
tumefactions to disappear ; it proves e飴cacious in
direct a借ections of the sciatic nerve, and in those
CauSed by pressure of the surrounding muscles,
or in contractions due to over-eXertion. It
Seldom fails to relieve sciatic pain arising from
any affection of the nerve proper, if the hand be
PreSSed deeply down between the great trochan-
ter and the tuberosities of the ischium, followed
by suitable manipulation and active or passive
movements as may be required・
1をm∬∫わのCan be made either’with the open
hand or with the　丘st. Many operators prefer to
Curve the hand with the thumb resting upon the
index, and the other丘ngers dose together. An
aircushion thus intervenes, and a greater delicacy
Of touch may be rightly claimedfor an application
Of this kind. As a whole, PerCuSSion is not
essential, eVen if it be desirable to reach the
deeper tissues, and it may be satisfactorily re-
Placed by kneading as described) Or in some
CaSeS kneading along with friction. The use of
India-rubber or wooden balls no good operator
would recommend at the present time, aS eXPe-
rience has taught us that the hands serve best in
every casel and that Massage loses its e飴cacy
when instruments are substituted for them.
The methods of Massage that I have mentioned
have modifications which it is useless to enu-
merat , aS the treatment when applied almost
always become§ an individual oneタWith its own
P Culiar features, regulated by the judgment of
the operator, and the fitness of the moment, mOre
than by any f xed code. The movements gen-
erally designated as the Swedish, and distinct
from Massage by their implying motion of the
Various parts through the joints, may Often give
additional benefit when applied at the 9nd of the
manipulations. Many obstinate, Chronic cases
estify to the curative power of such a combi-
natio , and th  active and passive movements are
therefore to be considered as adjuvants intimately
connec d with th Massage treatment,Which under
Certain circumstances they render complete.
After what has been already said, the physio-
1ogical action needs but a brief a11usion. Let us
at once state that the first condition for acqulrlng
 pr cise idea of the physioIogical e鮮ect of Mas-
Sage; is a knowledge of the present scientific
Views onc rning the nutrition of the ti§sues, their
POWer Of absorption being both a factor and a
COnSequ nCe. We know now that everty little
living cell is an prgan which develops, lives, and
dies. It haswhat might be called aliquid at-
mosphere fum hing its necessary aliment, and
als  carrying off th  waste matter. What the
tissues imbibe of this liquid or parenchymatic
juic , gives them their volume, COIor, and consis-
tency. Its importanc  in the human economy lS
illustrated, aS We know, by 75 % water in most
tissues.　The capillaries form the canals of
nutrition, While the veinS, and particularly the
lymphatics, elimi a e all that is waste matter.
Whether it b  the veins or the lymphatics which
undergo ch nges, the one feels the abnormal con-
d tion of the other, a d cedema results. Massage
being a powerful adjuvant for reabsorption, muSt
n cessarily affect boththe venous and the lym・
Phatic system by accelerating the flow of the
liquids in every way. Thus the tension of the
veins is diminish d, and reproduces a normal
ctivity of the lymphatics. Mosengeil has proved
this effect of Massag  by the injection of Indian
ink into the kne  。f two rabbits. The one農e
massaged was found upon autopsy to have largely
absorbed、 t  ink which coIored血e centra=ym
P ics, While the ther rabbit, left to itself, had
inky in餌ration only in the nearest peripheral
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lymphatics:∴∴∴∴’Reasoning from this experiment)
We utilize its lesson after diagnoまng our case.
If there is but a slight sub-CutaneOuS e癒usion, a
Surface extr訪asation of blood, StrOking is all we
need, and the use of any greater energy would
be but a waste of strength. On the otherhand, if
We have to treat a pronounced synovitiswith for-
mation of granular and vascular nodules on the
Surface, friction and kneading will desintegrate
the granular masses and hasten reabsorption.
How are we tochoose the operator? This is
quite important, and not so easy a matter as
most of us are inclined to consider. Both sexes
make good manipulators if they have vigorous
health and soft, Pliable hands, COmbined with
muscular strength. The temperament should be
cheerful, the face pleasant, and the mamers
acceptableJ giving the impression of a fair educa-
tion; and a certain refinement. Add to this a
great deal of tact) and you will see that our
masseur, Or maSSeuSe, Ought to possess very
much the same qualities as you need to make
SuCCeSSful physicians. So great a knowledge of
anatomy and physioIogy as you are accredited
With)( is not necessary for a manipulator) but
Certainly he ought to know the leading facts of
the sciences, SuCh as the position of the various
OrganS, the course of the larger arteries, Veins
and nerves, the attachment and action of the
Principal muscles, and the processes of nutrition
in general, SO aS tO aCt intelligently, nOt meChan-
ically. This is the proper place to mention the
vulgar error of ca11ing such operators召rubbers ;ク
and their treatment召rubbing・)) You may infer
from what has already been said, that such a
designation is a misnomer ; it can at best only be
COnSidered as aJ4ar∫prOわめ. You may compare
it with being yourselves called `〔druggersタブand
your methodくくdrugging・タク　Aside from the air of
Vulgarity which this word carries with it? many
doctors who are but super丘cially acquainted with
its nature) uSe this ]ay tem either with a sneer)
Or aS if it were something beneath their dignity
tQ reCOgnlZe Or reCOmmend otherwise than
merely ad#被u彬)- if the patient feels like it.
We are tempted to suspect that such doctors are
afraid their patient will no Ionger need a drugger
if he has a rubber! Yet, On the whole, the
honorable recognition of Massage a.t the present
time, COmPared wi h its earlier vicissitudes under
mere empirical conditions, is due to our broader
COnCePtion, Our greater facilities for scientific
research. To mention in detail some of the
CaS S Wherein Massage has been successfully
empIoyed) When every other treatment; both
medical and urgicalクhas failed completely)
WOuld create) I fear) an impression of exaggera-
ting. Re iable authorities in virious parts of the
WOrld support i s claim as an important palliative,
restorative, and curative agent in both extemal
and internal injuries, the whole way from an
ankylosed joint to a delicate uterine condition.
Charlatans and enthusiasts may pretend that
Massage is a cure-a11) but sceptics who go to the
Other extreme are no more reliable「 they simply
i11ustr te the old saying that召None so blind as
he who will not se .);
Viewing facts calmly and judiciously, Ought we
not to conclude that there may be a more subtle,
an underlying cause for the benefits of the Mas-
Sage treatment, aCting through the cruder instru-
mentality? The plausibilityof such a theory has
man  worthy advocates, and personal observation
has made me share the belief which recognizes
in Massage a remedial agent of great importance)
but heightened by) and ultimate]y inferior to, the
magn to-el ctric currents of the human body.
Various names have been given to this inherent
force? SuCh as Mesmerism) Animal Magnetism,
Hypnotism, etC., but names should be avoided
as iable to change and often inadequate to fully
expr ss an idea) this probably being the reason
Why they affect otherwise dispassionate men just
as a re  rag does abull. Possiblysome of you
ex end the same courtesy to this idea as our
allopathic brethren do to the hom(翼OPathic per-
SuaSion by gently esignating it a　=fanciful
doctrine." If soタI derive comfort in being able
to call to my support the opinion of Hahnemann
h mself in his 〔( Organon of the Art of Healingブタ
(§293-294)・ He says言‥. “The application of
animal magn tism also serves to distribute the
Vital force equally through the organism when it
is abnormally active in some parts and deficient
in o hers. Itis also capabIe of imparting vital
POWerタand of supplying deficiency of the latter
directly to a single debilitated part orto the entire
Organism. This objectis not to be reached with the
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Same degree of safety and certainty by any
POWer eXCePt that of animal magnetism which
Obviates the disturbances arising from other kind
Of medical treatment… ‥ The power depends
upon an influx of vital force from one bodyinto
another.,?
I need not quote any further to show you that
the idea, Of magnetism inherent in the human
body is in concordance with homceopathic princi-
Ciples) and defended by Hahnemann as a demon-
stration of his similia similibus.　If we are
SCientifica11y convinced that such currents are
PreSent in the system, and are at the same time
depIorably confused when called upon to account
for many nervous phenomena) Ought we then
logica11y to turn away from any opportunity of
gaining 】ight upon these obscure facts?
Would the cell-1ife) the amcebaク　Vibrating)
Changing) and even dying) under a graduated
Similar force from the battery) behave di鮮ere調tly
under the influence of the magnetic or electric force
emanating from that other battery - the human
Organism? It seems hardly possible. We con-
tract diseases by contact, thereby causmg mOrbid
Changes in the cell elements. Is it less Iogical
to conclude that heaIth is transferable from one
bodyto another? To my knowledge no valid
assertion to the contrary has ever been made,
and modem PathoIogy holds a very decided view
in regard to this.
The material for actual observation has surely
not diminished since the days of Hahnemann.
Has it ever occurred to you why cooks or
butchers have such rotund and flourishing bodies,
and why there is an average and proportionally
greater longevity among the polygamous than in
monogamous nations?　The cause of this is
largely due to the absorption of fresh) healthyタ
Vital emanations without the aid of the ordinary
digestive channels. The cell emanations are the
media for conveying health 6r disease. Accord-
ing to this theory, Massage, being a mechanical
PrOCeSS, Can Only ca11 into action latent vital
forceJ Only stimulate, but not supply? the debili-
tated body with added vigor. When the system
lacks the power of creating more red corpuscles,
Massage can a紐ord no he]p. It can only econo-
mize and render profitable the sma11 amount of
Vitality leftl but is unable to infuse new strength
when life s ebbing. Vital magnetism fu脆1s this
generous o鯖ce) and may be considered as a more
subtle and surer method than the surgical trans・
fusion f blood. It ha,S been observed in Europe
as well as in the U ited States, that those who
practise the Massage treatment without possess-
ing su航cient vitali y hemselvesタare either unsuc-
cessful operators) Or their own health succumbs
to an exhausting work) Which requires speedy as
well as full physical recuperation. An exhausted
feeling on the part of the patient after the manlP-
ul ions shows i variably that he has undergone a
mere mechanical process which his present condi-
tiondid not justify, and was not in any way
improved by the person who operated upon him.
When, On the contrary) a healthyl refined mag-
netism is combined with trained hygienic insight
on the part of the manipulator) the result is
beneficial to the p ient and hamless to himself・
Di節erent stages of relief may then be experienced
by the patient) from a peaceful rest soothing to
the nerves, tO a decided feeling of newly incor-
porated strength and mental quietude. The field
for study in this direction is immense. What-
ever may be our opinions) let us avoid making
hobbiesof them. It is agood plan tolend an
attentive ear to others than ourselves, tO Weigh
carefully evidence that may seem diametrically
oppos d to our own convictions, always remem-
bering that honesty of purpose in our inves-
tigations) and fear essness in accepting their
result , gO f r towards spaming the gulf between
he AIpha and Omega of knowledge. It matters
little, then, Wheth r hom(roPath or allopath’SO
Iong as our pa h runs straight and is lighted by
an unremitting eagemess for truth.
THE PUBLIC SCAPE-GOAT.
BY MARA L. PRA’rT, ’89.
買And Aaro  sha11 cast lots upon the two「goats; One for the Lord
and the other lot for the scape・gOat.,,
WAS this sacrificia  form envolved in the mind
of Aaron from the ima‘te tendency in the human
mind to seek always a something or a somebody
on whom to la the verwhelming natural results
of wrong doing? or is the present tendency of
the human mind in this direction the outgrowth
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Of the subtle influence of Aaron’s priestly forms?
Perhaps it matters little to us in this the har-
VeSt time, Which was the seed or which the
fruit. That there is a harvest, and that we
are among the harvesters, is perhaps a11 we can
PraCtically attend to at the present.
But if there is any one thing upon which
America’s cosmopolitan population seems to
agree, it is upon making of the public school the
national scape-gOat.
``For all the ills that flesh is heir to,,, accord-
ing to the common mindJ the public school is
the great丘rst cause.
The fond, unthinking parent says, αAnnie is
SO nerⅤOuS-because she is so driven at the
Public school.タブ
``Joh叩ie has such headaches♭ because of his
Studies at the public school."
バAllie has such colds, because of the wretched
Ventilation in the public school,’’ no d距eren-
tiation) mind you? between the宅y′∫勿and the
buildings.
A child may not in these days indulge in his own
legitimate repertory of α children’s diseases," but
that the public school is some way held responsi-
ble; the child always召catches,, them there at
least; neVer at Church, neVer at Play・ Oh) nO;
but always atthe public school. There is some-
thing to the common mind very peculiar in the
SChool-rOOm bacteria - PeCuliar]y catching?
PeCuliarly contaminating, PeCuliarly bad.
At the monthly meeting of the Boston Homce"
OPathic Medical Society recently (Dec., I887 ),
this national scape-gOat WaS led forth that its
CaSeJ PathoIogical and otherwise, might be
diagnosed by the leamed assemblage of Boston
Physici an s.
Dr. L. A. Phillips led him forth, and without
even one conciliatory word or one caress) began
his manipulating with true surgeon,s zeaL
He began by saying that the fzd that the
health of a large and increasing proportion of
educated girls of the present day is seriously
impaired before their course of study is com-
Pleted) is too generally recognized to need de調い
onstration.
He then produced a clinching demonstration
Of this j加Z which needed m demonstration, that
the crown princess of Austria is su鮮ering with
the ‘Z,碕h寂〆’線略e-Su蹄ering from having
been crammed wit  book knowledge until there
is no health in her.
Then Dr. Phillips goes on to say the usual
∫ey∫ regarding the overwrought ambition of the
Child, he helplessness of the teacher before the
d mands of the board, the lack of wisdom in the
arrangement of the prescribed courses of study)
-a11 of 。Which the real workers in the field
know are more or less true as we11 as more or
less untrue.
At the beginning, lest we may have given
Our readers the impression that Dr. Phillips,
like the early croakers of this century)
nveighed .ag inst education for women　あ
ab∫勿ad and　あ　わ句Iet us hasten to defend
the worthy doctor. Not for a moment did he
reflect upon the practical)ility.of education of
WOmen. Notfor a moment to Iower the intellect-
ual status f the girls, but rather to raise the
i tellectual status of the schooIs to a common_
SenSe level where these girls could reach them
and e joy the bene丘ts from them, WaS the good
man)s purpose. The only trouble was, that) like
Aaron’s people of old, he visited the sins of the
PeOPle upon the scape・gOat - America,s national
SCape-gOat, the Public School.
In the medical world, any Physician of average
intelligence recognizes always in a pathoIogical
COndit on brought before his notice, a Predispos-
ing as well as an exciting cause. As the patient
Wri es before him, he has perhaps little time
to give to the predisposing cause; but when
the patient is relieved of his acute suffering)
then if h  is wise and the patieht is wiseJ
that predisposing cause wi11 be given its just
attention.
It is such an easy thing to say that the race is
egenerating/; that the rising generation can
never equal the preceding ones! It is such an
easy thing to s y ; itsounds large and sweeplng ;
it i  quite untenable ; and it fa11s with harmonious
Cadence upon the public ear. Then there is
that in this in宜nite ind of ours that loves to
dwell upon g neralizations - eSPeCially those
Of a negative character.
And aft r having made these large, fu11 into-
nations of hought) aS it were) how naturally
doth t follow that t e mind looketh about for a
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SOmething upon which to lay the blame of this
unhappy condition.
‘Thus it must have been that the public
SChooI came tO be chosen ; andJlaving been
Chosen, the demands upon its scape-gOat nature
increased like Falsta鑑)s men in buckram.
AIso, the first point in Dr. Phillips’paper we
WOuld ask permission to answer in flat contra-
dictiQn. Dr. Phillips asserts that the large and
increasing proportion of ill health among school-
girls is an established and accepted fa,Ct. We
doubt not Dr・ Phi11ips’ sincerity, and we bow
before his superior medical knowledge ; but as
One Who is and has been for many years in these
Very Public schooIs, Who has been more or less
intimately acquainted with the lives of hundreds
Of- these girls; We WOuld beg leave to say that
the proportion of ill health among school-girls
is very small, and more than that, that it is not
on the increase.
Dr. PhillipsJ We WOuld be willing to wager)
has not frequently visited the public schooIs, and
knows very little of the statistics conceming them.
Although it is so natural to a physician that
all the world should get to be his clinic, he should
not forget that it does not necessarily follow in log-
ical sequence that his clinic is the whole world.
If, aS Dr・ Phillips says) there are coming more
and more into his practice, girls broken down
PreSumably from over study, he should not fail
to take into consideration, in his accumulation of
data, the increasing rate ofpopulation; and
more than that, the increasing public sentiment
in favor of advanced study for girls? Which) Of
COurSe, increases the proportion of girIs present
in the higher grades.
Another thing, tOO, Which we teachers can
appreciate (and which Dr・ Phillips probably can-
not) is that never yet was there a lazy, Silly, Weak-
brained, illy-trained, giddy-headed girl, that her
fond mamma was not sure to discover that she
WaS being αkilled’’in the public schooIs. It is
this type of girl that is very apt to be taken out
Of school, We have noticed, for her health’s sake,
and carried to her physician with the old, Old
StOry Of hyper-SenSitiveness, hyper-ambition,
hyper-PreSSure)- nO reference ever being made
to any possible condition of hyper-StuPidity or
general chronic disinterestedness.
Befor  adding such a case to thine accu血ula-
tion of data against the public schoo], gO first to
the teacher? thou physician ; COnSider her diag-
nosis, and be wise.
But granting for th  sake of argument that
girls are breaking down to the extent reported by
. Ev n then can it be truly said that
it is the public school that is working the evil?
工s the public school the one incamate o鮮ender?
Or is i  r ther that the public school has come to
be the scape-gOa  uPOn Which we have.come to
CaSt the loa of c nsequences which through our
OWn Wick n ss and ignorance we haye brought
about?
Having this subject thrust upon our attention
Particularly at one time, We made special
inquiries for a few weeks as to the home life, the
dress) and the social life of these young woInen
Who came wi h n our charge. In every case we
COuld easily trace any disposition to breaking
down on the part of these pupils to far more
PrObable causes th n overwork in the public
SChooIs.　The amount of ignorance of a11
hygienic laws that may be found housed up in
Our mOSt inte11igent American homes is simply
appalling. When o e looks the facts squarely in
the fac , it is a wonder that there are children
enough alive to別I the public schooIs, SO Sinned
against are they in all the laws of health.
Out of the hosts of nervous armies to be found
in these higher grades of our public schooIsタyOu
Will丘nd, if you i quire into their home life, that
in earlyタif not in very case) thegreat predis-
POSing cause for their nervousness is right there.
You will丘nd them livi g in over-heated houses ;
you will find them assisting in the care of the little
OneS in the household ; yOu Will find them filIfng
up what shouId e their leisure hours in paintingタ
Or muSic) Or Smglng all very good in their
Way, but very bad just at the age with these girls
When nstead of sitting quietly in their houses
engaged in these召Iady-1ike pursuits;, they should
be out in the bracing air of heaven) raCing) rOmP-
ing-anything by which their bodies may be
創Ied with the ife-giving element. Is it the
fault of the pu lic schooIsJ Pray) that ignorance
and soci ty have put their mark of disapproval
upon Nature’s ch ld, and have set up this code
Of social laws which so govem ouryouのg.h砂g秘?
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Then as to the consideration of the great dass
Of headache pupils. Their heads do ache, We
doubt not) and hadly enough) tOO●　And it
SOunds well to say it is due to late hours of study.
But before settling down too heavily upon the
Pub]ic school) inquire what precedes these even-
mg Study hours. You will be surprised to丘nd
how often it will be a six o)clock dinner. We
Can reCall very c]early a utea taking,? with a
PuPil at one timeタWhose fond mamma brought in
as asortof side dish for Annie a plate of sau-
SageS. αThe dear child gets so faint sitting
OVer her books a11 the aftemoon,,,was the ex-
Planation given了that I always try to have some-
thing hearty for her supper・), When the year
rolled on) and that girl began bringing almost
daily excuses for unlea.rned 】essons because her
くくhead ached all the eveningタブ) we always thought
at once of the little side dish of sausages) and we
did 7ZOt Charge it upon the public-SChooI system.
And so I believe nine out of every ten of the
CaSeS Of α0VerWOrkedl) sehool girls might be
referred back to the homes) and to the ignorance
exhibited there in regard to diet, eXerCise, and
Ventilation. To break down from over-Study is
getting to be a mark of gentility in these days;
a sort of appointment to one?s social position’aS
the smelling-Salts and the fan are to the toilet.
And physicians are helping on this [oolishness
more than any other people) by accepting the
ParentJs report and self-made diagnosis. It is a
Very eaSy thingto say to a parent,バYour child is
too ambitious ; She is over-Studying; take her
OutOf school for a whiIe.ブナ　This is always so
flattering to the parent ! and she wi11 go away
from the physician)s o範ce? thanking the Lord in
her heart that her daughter is so much more fine
grained than her neighbor)s. But it is terribly
Pernicious ; for that parent will teIl every neigh-
bor) and every neighbor will tell every other
neighbor, mtil a dozen other girls wi11 be taken
Out Of school to keep the first girl company. An
appeal should be made to physicians to discon-
tinue at once their assistance in spreading this
ideaof overworkedpupils. It is allbosh ! There
may be? nO doubt there are) individual cases of this ;
but among girls as a whole, and we speak [rom
experience) there is su飴cient giddiness and l王ght
血eadedness as wen as light heartedness to pro一
tect them from the mo t cruel schemes of teachers
and school-boards.
We wonder sometimes if every teacher shodld
notbe an M. D. and every M. D. a teacher’-it
WOuld throw an immense amount of light upon
the subject, d nud  it of much of its martyrlike
asp ct’and eventually) We think) WOuld grind-it to
a p wder which would pass awayin smoke賀1ike
the genii  our fairy tales.　　　　　ia>
Why should not physicians Iook broadly into
the matter "hen’Sift it to the bottom, and’When
they have found, aS We are sure they would丘nd,
that the whole thing is but 〃a dagger of the
mind;タtum t eir guns upon the parents and the
homes? That)s wher thetrouble lies ; therelies
the在ignorance;タtheバundermining;ブand the
くくcrammi g " that is educing the health of the
growing gir]s.
The public schooIs) We believe, are for most
Part Well enough. ThepupiIs are made to work,
o be sure, andtheir heads are kept busy and
創ed with healthful’elevatingタ　mind-building
m aterial.
There is no need for lessening the course of
study) nO n ed o shorten the hours’Or increase
the vacat ons.
There are always two ways of reaching a goa‘l
- O e by he circu tous) the other by the direct
route ; and since onest frankness is the shortest
distance between the two points) a gOOd design
and a h ppy fu岨Iment, Why not take this shortest
rout , and step stra ght into the homes of theSe
PuPils; and demandタ”Ot that the daughters of the
family shall be foolishly taken from the public
SChool, Or that the public schooI curriculum be
reduced to accommodate them’but rather that it
be increased by a sort of post-graduate course
Which parents th mselves shall be made to attend,
and in which they shall be taught the simple laws
at least of h alth and hygiene) tOgether with a
PraCtical course of training in the application of
them・ - R24uhr Eあcめら_h形・, I888.
IT is my belie that a beginner will do much
b tt舌r to adh re to the known and long-tried
remedies' With their reliable indications, than to
embark on exberiments with new drugs.二戸hr.
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NoTWITHSTANDING the fact that the mention of
a prescription may be distasteful to many of our
fellows, a WOrd upon the subject may not be out
Of place; for it is a notorious fact that half of
the homceopathic physicians use more or less of
these recipes in the course of their practical,
every-day work. We do not intend to discuss
here the advisability of using prescriptions-it is
SuPPOSed that his own experience has already setr
tled that point for each individual-but it is
upon preparation for their use that we would
SPeak・ The允is no instruction given at our
SChool upon this subject, and graduates who have
Obtained no infomation outside, from a preceptor
Or Other source; are tOtally unprepared to properly
Write a prescription. Of course every one should
be su能ciently acquainted with Latin, etC., but
they are %0ろand many do not even understand
the common abbreviations in constant use among
druggists・ This is a mistake. If members of
Our SChool are to use prescriptions at all? they
Should be able to write them correctly) and not
make themselves the laughing-StOCk of the oppo-
Site side by their attempts in this direction. We
CannOt a鮮ord to allow a defective education’eVen
in so small a matter as this) tO be brought against
us, and, indeed, these small matters often mean
much to a young physician. He should be fully
equippe d.
It would seem that some chair in our co11ege
Ought to recognize this matter. If rlOt) We WOuld
advise all members of the upper classes to pur-
Chase some manual upon the subject, and empIoy
afew of the odd moments in looking up the sub-
ject, for it would require but a little time, and
that time will be well spent.
Not that all should begin practice upon a pre∴
SCription-WritingタPOlyphamacal basis葛far from
主t-but that we should be prepared for aり破略
Which pertains to thepractice of medicine.　P.
AT the last meeting of the Boston Hom(ro-
Pathic Medical Societyタheld at No. 5　Park
Street) October 4) Clara E. Gary言85J read an
able paper upon αCerebral Localization)" and
Wi11iam J. Winn, ’86, PreSented one uponくくCon-
genital and Acquired Phimosis ; a Few Cases.,,
A B. U. S. M. STUDENT IN EUROPE.
A TRIP abroad for the purpose of studying
medicine is to most young doctors of America the
event of a life誼me. Many months before em-
barking for the Old W rld) information is sought
in every quarter. Books of travel are read, nOteS
made conce ning the places to be visited, and the
names of the great men soon to be seen become
as familiar as those of friends. Those who have
eturned from  European sojoum are quizzed in
a most persistent manner, in order that matters
Of travel, eXPenSe, and methods of instruction,
may be clearly understood. When really on the
五eld of action, many former visions are realized
and many are not.
The stud nt with a moderate income can to-day
enjoy th  advantages which formerly were only
for those who had plenty of money.　The
majority of American doctors in Europe are
thosepossessing  moderate income. Not a few
Students in the B ston University SchooI of
Medicine are seriously considering the matter of
adding、tO heir medical knowledge by a trip to
European h spitals, and it is for such that the
following exp riences of three young α Medics ;J
is contributed to the paper which is to represent
their召Alma Mater" i  he medical world.
The ocean voyage from New York to Hamburg
WaS a Pleasant trip of twelve days. The good
SteamShip (くRhaetiaブタ) of the召Hamburg-Ameri-
Can ’, line, PrOVid d us with comfortable state-
room, and tempt d our more or less d董Sturbed
StOmaChs with appetizing viands. The line is
thoroughly Geman) and offers an exce11ent op-
POrtunity for leaming the language. Nearly all
the p sseng rs spoke Gemanタand took pleasure
in talking and giving us infomation. There is
no es  like that obtained from an ocean voyageタ
for) remOVed far from noise and cares; With new
and leasant acquaintances) the days come and
go with little concem. The voyage was particu-
larly refreshing to us) for final examinations were
a matter of the past, Our Sheepskins were evi・
denc that the goal f three years) hard work had
been reached.
After a hurri d glance at HamburgJ We Pur-
Chased tickets for the objective point of our
joumey-Prague, Bohemia. Our large grip-
SaCks were examined by the Custom o鏡cers声ut
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as no tobacco or spirits were found′ therein) they
Were forwarded with no further delay- Perhaps
the small fee hastened matters. Another small
fee secured a third-Class compartment to our-
SelvesJ and special attention from the guard・
The station be賞l rings, the conductor blows his
hornJ the engine whistles’and we have com-
menced our first railway ride in Europe.
The long trip of twenty-four hours was broken
by stops at BerlinタBodenbach) at Which place
Our baggage was、 agam lnSPeCted) and Dresden.
The scenery between this latter city and Prague
WaS mOSt beautiful. ↓ Our route lay along the
bank of the river Elbe? amOng the Saxon AIps.
The evening of the glorious “ Fourth of July ”
found three young doctors, just from school, in
the old and historic capital of Bohemia・ Prague
is decidedly Bohemian? the Germans being in the
minority) but representing the wealth of the place.
The people speak both languages. The Univer-
Sity) the oldest/ in Europe? has Geman and
Bohemian departments) and good teachers may
be found on both買sides・タブ　TheくくMatemity"
is divided after the same manner, and students
matriculate for only one召side" at one time.
We entered the German side, but did not ma-
triculate) aS the semester was drawing to a cIose.
This is the only instance where we have saved a
fee.
The　αGebaerhaus,, is one of the modem
buildings of tbe city, and occupies nearly the
Same amOunt Of land as the Boston City Hospital.
It confines 3OQO WOmen yearly) Which number is
divided between the two sides. The Midwife
department of each side receives a proportion of
this division・ Of this goodly number of preg-
nant women) it is interesting to note that only
One Per Cent. are married. I11egitimacy seems
to be encouragedタ　for the　丘nely-apPOinted
“Matemity’’ was erected for this class of
WOmen; and furthermore? the children are sup-
POrted by the govemment until old enough to
WOrk. The males’When of age, enter the amyタ
and the females no doubt follow in the footsteps
Of their mothers. The larger proportion of cases
are prlmlPara3, but it is not unusual to see women
Who are atthe hospital for the third or fourth
ti調e.
This Seems shocking to an AmericanJ but the
American crim  of taking the life of the unbom
is more so to a German.
In the hospital, One Can Obtain a bed in the
召barracks;) a la.rge sleeping room for twenty
StudentsタWho are summoned to the lying-in room
by an elect icbe11・ This will cost four dollars)
Whether one remains one week or longer. Better
W re the two rooms obtained of the (`Herr
Inspekto  " for twelve dollars per month, from
Which we were summon d to the αklinik?; at all
hours. Arriving at the dose of the semester, We
Went into he clinic with groups of five, but after-
Wards were often the only ones坪esent. This
WaS a great treat, for we received considerable
attention from those in charge? an‘d examined
nearly every ase in labor. The special course
given by Prof. Shanta,s assistant lasted three
Weeksl and included diagnosis of pregnanQy) and
POSition of child during pregnancy and labor’and
granted personal charge of several cases and
application of forceps.
There was n attempt at phantom work, but it
did not b g n to compare with what we had seen
at the college in Boston.
During our seven weeks’stay) We SaW Sixty
births and examined abもut eighty cases. For
abnomal cases ther  were two of twins? tWO
POSterior positi9nS, One Perforation, One 〃 tum-
ing),) post-Partum hemorrhages・ Twelve cases
required forcepsタand many perin訓ms were
OPerated upo .
If it is only midwifery that is wanted) Prague
is a good place) but if the language is a consider-
ation, it is not theplaceタfor one picks up German
Very SIowly. If the’language must first be
acquired, it would be better to work some other
branch of m dicine in North Germany where the
best G rman is spoken. Without the language)
One is at J cons ant disadvantage.
The average weekly expense) including instruc-
ion, Should not exceed nine dollars. A bed
in the　買barracksタブ　would ma,ke living still
Ch aper.
Besides 質Matemity;, there is a fine Gen-
eral Hospital 　|OOO beds and Anatomical aIld
PathoIogical Institut s. The latter contains the
finest collection of abnomal pelves in Europe)
and they are rea11y a (`sight to behold;タmany
being so deformed as to be beyond recognition.
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On the whole, the work at P品gue was very
satisfactory’and wF WOuld recommend it as a
good place to receive clinical instruction in
Obstetrics. We were the only American stu-
dents in the hospjtal, and were treated in royal
style. Vienna is overcrowded with students, and
it is probable that our stay here will be short・
Probably we shall retum to Prague and make it
our home until next summer.
VIENNA, Sept.タI888.　　　　　　　　S.
A討　OU丁重NG.
THE last letter I received from my friend B.
(who, by the way, I should first introduce as the
manager of theくくNauniquanauck House;ブnot a
thousand miles from the偉Hub") read like this :
くくCome as soon as possible)Old man・ I?ve saved
a room for youJ and we)11 have a glorious time.
Bfing your medicine case with you・ブタ　As I had
never been to Nauniquanauck (after this, We Will
call it ``N,’-the name is too Iong),and as
`` mine host,, had not sent me directions for get-
ting there) I wasin a fix. Stilll aS his letterswere
postmarkedくくNorth Beach;タI resoIved to follow
Out thisclue, PaCked and started. When I bought
my ticket, I asked the agent if he could give me
any directions for getting to寝N;, but of course
he couldn)t. Ticket agents never know anything.
But to North Beach I went, and the conductor
and some of the passengers gave me all the
infomation. I wanted. After several hours’ride,
we arrived. I hired aboat, and ayouth to row
me over toくくNブタタwhich) I forgot to mentionタis
on　α Boulanger’s Island’’(not named for the
general). Afour orfive mile row it was, but
Very delightful to me, and probably it was to the
youth-aS I paid him we11 for it.
It was a beautiful scene. Being late, the sun
was setting, and the weatheI.) Which had been
threatening all dayJ Showed signs ofくくbreaking
up.,) The dark clouds hung lowタbut between
them andthe horizon was aband of-bright ye1low,
which stretched from the northeast to the west
and southeast; beneath was the deep shadow of
the wooded shore, and above the moon and stars
Were PeePing ever and anon through the thin
Clouds. But I digress. To return to my story,
it was not very long b洩ure wewere at the island.
It was a de]igh ful place, but I haa n紋long to
admire its charms, for umine host)) gree総d me
joyfully, a.nd, after numerous other questions as
to how I c rried myself) &c・タfor of course they
a11 speak French on the island) aS yOu Will readily
unde stand from the name, he said, αDid you
bring yo r medicines)and have you anyA肱Cγαd膏)タ
Now he had studied considerable Materia Medica,
because some one was needed about the hotel
who could prescribe for a sick guest) but what
und6r the sun he wanted that for, I couldn’t think
till I remembered the story our Professor of
Materia Medica told about the Yankee captain
plus Thanksgivi g) Penobscot River water) and
sawdust; that settled it. You will see how/ near
I came t  i書. Then there was supper, and in the
evening’ ancing) and I was introduced right and
leftbyMr. B.) aS I will now callhim. Ashe was
le ding me thus) ulike a lamb to the slaughter’タブ
he would remark,くく血is is an 4宏Cruみydung lady)
and this is an Arum. CaSe, and this a JVわ, that
a鋤am・, and here is a f海∫・ a‘ガpatient.タタ　Now
I began o get an inkling of his meaning,
for I couId see the glances of admiration cast at
Mr. B.’Who is a handsome fellow) but to be cer-
tain, I asked him what he meant.
召Oh!タブhe sald, αA易aru′乙is (sentimental
mood’eCStaSy and exalted love; you know; Aγ胸e?
`fear of being alone); JVあ巧　くdesire to be
alone) ; Sわa e.) WantS tO talk continually; 1功0∫・
at幼` perfect indi鱒erence,’ tc・,,
Here w s a new way of classifying one)s friends
which was perhaps worth consideringタ　eVen
th ugh he were not conversant with ((the differ-
ences between curing and healing・タ) Though it
was early in the season the house was nearly full
of guestsタand of c urs  there wereくくall kinds
and sizes,タブas Mr. B. remarked・ I remember one
eveningタOn he piazza? I overheard a rather comi-
cal conversation which was about as fo11ows :
One of the guests had a taste for pugilism, SO
much s , that the doctor, Who lived in a cottage
near the hotel, had called心imくくthe professor of
the manly art)拐and屈professorタブhe was aft缶
wards called. Now the professor was very anx-
ious to secure several pupils ; he was talking with
a lady who ad someyears ago Iost her husband ;
she was expecting her」SOn) a middle-aged man)
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in the inorning.¥ Perhaps I lhad bett6=ell the
reSt under the’title,一-
KNOCKEP OUT IN PNE ROUND.
月が在Wouldni yo心like to have`yO†r SOn
take a few lessons ih bcking, madaine? ”
炒め・ uOh, nCil!he dbesh)tneed any. Heノ
is veiy proficient轟w.,,
1署〆“Indeed, and who taught hin串”
砂綴,紗.- (prbhdly) “ His father∴ He isvery
expert, and has boxed mor6 men thin any one
else in his profe;sion.,,
切　付You don,t mean‘it! I should like
to put bn the′globes読th him.,, ‘
`砂綴彫・ uPut70n the gloves with him?J)
1ウ〆　`lYes, imean I wouldlike to have宜im
try his ari on me:,,
脇g”.‘(OhクnO冊ere iS no chanCe ofthat’
your hea]th is too good・ブタ
1シ〆“My health too good?”
W海砂・ J(Ye:’nO OPPOrtunity ’for himタyOu
know. He is an‘undertaker二"
The undertaker came in the morning, but there
WaS nO寝mill."
To get home r found was血uch easier thlan get-
ting to the island. There was a steamerwhich
ran)バweather pemitting,ブタbetween the island
and the city, SO I resoIved to gd home that way.
Unforf血atelyJ the tide ran so strong around the
island that a permahent pier could not easily be
bu時so they had a floating one, Which was
Warl〕ed to the beach and then out to the steamer)
and thus the passengers and baggage were-trah▼s-
ferred. This time the passengers got on the
Steainerall rightタbut there was quite a sea run-
nlng, and when the luggage was being embarkerd
a decklhand was just raising a folding crib to ‘
PaSS it over the side. The l‘ine whichlmade the
raft fast to the steamer parted)′ind every one ch
the raft sat (down, the deck hand hardcr than the
rest’into a basket containing several jugs, With
disastrous results - tO the jugs・ All was finally
ready and we were under way, butlOn aCCOunt Of
the delays’though twe started early in the fore-
riooh) it was nearly dinner time, and we were
Very hungry. But the doctor camノe to the rescue.
当(William),ク　said he ′tO his son). ``frod the
Stripedノshawl再hdre are two pies in it.,,
Long and anxio‘us was the‾ hunt for that shawl;
till we found当地a Mr. Domino,` o血e of the
Party, WaS Sitting or‖t.
“Great Scott ! ” said he了`have I been making
‘pie’of that弧awl?’’’‘
And nowi, Mr. Editor, I will bidl you farewell)
Only‘ saying in conclusion ‘ tha年MrこB.-eXPlained
to m , While walking over the island, that Capt.
Kidd’s treasure was zmめ2/b砂I buried there.
He kindly promised to give me all there was
OVer如,OOO,OOO,一if he fouhd it∴ This was io
generous that I hadn)t the heart to say `(chest-
nut,,, and I was so over紬the with gratitude that
I embrace him on the , SPO与though, unfortu-
natelyタnOt On the i40t Where the treasure is
buried∴So I am sure I shall soo血be ableto
Say SOmething more substantial than farewe11 to
the paper? aSかreSult of my daim.
PA職RMO, ’89・
OBITUARY
IN MEMORIA最.
ELMER RoGERS STRÅIN) A. B.) Class of )89) WaS
bom t Valley Parsonage) near Lewistown,
Mi触n CountyタPa.) April io, I861I. With ¥his
ParentS‘he removed to Ohio when about nine
years old. After Ieaving the public schodls he
entered the University of Wooster, Ohio, remain-
ing there un il h s graduation in I885) and in the
fall of I886　he matriculated at) the Boston
University SchooI of Medicine.
He e rly manifested a deep interest in
religious inat ers) and at the age of fourteen he
united with th  P esbyterian Church under the
ministratio s of his father, the Rev. J. B. Strain,
transf諒ing his membership, Within the past two
years’tO the Park S r et Congregational Church,
Of Boston, Mass., tO the members of which he
became st ongly tfached・ His death occurred
Au u t I4) I888) at Magnolia, tO Which place he
had gone for recreation. While swimming about
One hundred feet from shore he was seized with
lCramP; and sank; neVer tO rise’and when his
body was rescued lif  was extinct.
As aiChristian) Mr. Strain was, sincere; ardent’
active’and persistent? eVincing a great deal of
the spirit of the missionary. He was.a good
St dent,‘′ZeaIou  in his 5tudies, and earnest iri his
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endeavd十to ,Perfeet himself in his chose血profes-
He was genial and 「 warm-hearted,.and a廿his
relations with his fellow students were of the
Pleasantest character.
With his family and弓rie’nds the class of ’89
joins in depIoring his untimely end, and yet,
When we consider how.well prepared he was to
Perform the duties of the professiQn. he was so
SOOn tO enter, Can We fail to believe that召Death
is but the continuation of life ;)?
`` Triumphant smiles the victor brow,
Fanned by ‾SOme′angel’s purpねwing,0露盤豊結霊岩上g , ・,
M. W. T.
ELLEN SouTH4RD GETCHELL, M. D., ’84, died
at her home at the Highlands, Sebtember 26,
I888. Dr. Getchell was bom in Augusta, Me.,
February 23, I839, and leaves a record in litera-
ture) muSi℃) and medicine of which any one might
be proud・ For music she early displayed great
talent, and always gave it much atterition, being
a skilful performer on the piano) guitar? COrnet)
and especia】ly upon the organ. She was a com-
POSer Of ho mean ability, and has been well
known in musical circles a; a writer of Iight
OPer為S, SOngS, and instrumental pieces. In the
domain of literature she has‘achieved great suc-
CeSS・ When quite young she was cdnnected with
the firm of E. C. Allen & Co.) Of Augusta, and
WaS editor of the　``JZあ彫り　Cb〃砂an毒殺,, and
identified with its phenomenal success. As an
author of dramatic pIots, She attracted the atten-
tion of John Stetson, the theatrical manager,
Who engaged her to examine manuscripts., , Her
Signal ability induced him to establish a news-
PaPer, Of which she had exclusive control.
Meantime she was studying, a。d th聖gained an
education equal to that obtained in many of our
CO11eges. About ten years ag? She decided to
Study medicine, and later entered the Bostorr
University SchooI of Medicine) gradhating there-
from in I884 With the highest honors. Her suc-
CeSS in medicine has been ,eqhal to that in hei
oth6r vocations, and shel h料alwaysトhnd the
respect and esteehof her colleagheS in the pro」
fession. Alth6ugh hef hあlth宜aS failed gradul
上9
ally for s me months, She骨壷ever been willing
to answer the demands made 。pon her, regard-
1ess ’of chances of remuneration. In fact, She
Seeme  to practi§e ‘medicine rather for the love
Of it, and for the good she might do, than as
a means of gaining a livelihood. She was a
S rOng advocate in the temperance cause, and
WaS a Charter血ember of Boston Co血mandery)
U. O. G. C言in whidh drganization she had he】d
most of the important o組ces. In ′connection
With this order she had won a reputaticm we11-
nigh national, aS an advocate of its principles.
Dr. Getchell will be inuch missed“ in her chil-
drenJs c】inic) Which.was deServedly popular with
the students. Ij6r evident desire to instruct
and help them was appreciated, and none ever
felt that tiine spent in ``Getche11,s dinic’, was
wasted. She knew how fo show・a student his
Weak points) and yet’encourage him at the same
ti e, in a way that few could do.　　　　C.
Up to date of this writing, the following inem-
bers of the class have reported their, PreSent
location aもfollows :葛
H. B. Babb恒
E.F.Biscoe .
A. M. Chipman
M. H. Clark .1
W.H.C○○ke .
JohnDike. .
F.W.Elliot. .
W. L. Galloway
A.B:Jenney .
R. C. Kai er .
C. B. Law「ence
F.W.Patch .
Jessie Shepard.
Ⅴ.T.Smith .
C. H. Thomas.
. . 98 Pearl St., Cambridgeport
. . . 2UnionPa,rkSt.,Boston
. . 8I Roxbury St., Higlhlands
 . . Brooklyh Hom・Hospital
. . . BrQOklynHom.Hospital
. . . . . . .WellesleyHills
・ ・ .　232DudieySt.,Boston
2944 Easton Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
. . . , . Winchester,N.H.
. . . . 73Rutlar’dSt.,Boston
. . . . Council Bluffs, Iowa
. . . _. So.Framingham)Mass・
I38 Delaware Ave , Buffalo, N. Y.
 . . ∴ ・ .ArlingtonHeights
96 El】ery St., Cambridge, Mass.
The remamlng members of the cIass will con-
fer a favor by informing the Secretary of their
address immediately upon α locating・タ)
l H. W. JOHNSON,
・㌶[reta7y ・
At C inbridgeportタlSept. 26) ±888; Henry B.
Babbitt, M. D., ’88, and Miss Carrie F. Hall.
Df. B bbitt ha:s c)pened an d免ce at 198 1Pe、a,rl St.,
Ca重h b ridgepe rt.’
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MISCBLLANY.
OBSTETRICAL PoETRY IN IRELAND. - In a
PaPer read before the Kentucky State Medical
Society at its meeting, July I3th, by Dr. E. S.
McKee, SOme amuSing and interesting specimens
Of Irish wit expressed in poetic language attracted
SPeCial attention.
Edward Foster practised midwifery as his par-
ticular branch of the healing art, in the last cen-
tury, and Gilborn thus wrote of him :
待Judicious Foster feels the latent pulse,
To hidden maladies gives quick impulse,
In parturition brings propitious ald.
Each dame retrieves who has by him been laid.
He teaches pupils, either sex apart,
In learned lectures his mysterious art.’’
The Rotunda Lying-in Hospital is the oldest
Of its kind in the British Isles, and the oldest but
.one in the world. It was founded by Dr. Bar-
thoIomew Mosse, Who experienced many vicissi-
tudes in his noble-endeavors, and his heroism in
the face of d瓶culties, Slander, and poverty is
WOrthy of all honor. In establishing the admir-
able institution which freely receives within its
Walls a11 who have poverty for their plea, and the
PangS Of approaching maternily as the grounds
Of their request, he plunged himself deeply in
debt and was arrested in Wales, When retuming
from London, and thrown into debtor’s prison.
His successor was Fielding Ould, Who was after-
Ward knighted. Upon this occasion some con-
temporary wrOte :
=lSir Fielding Ould the sword of knighthood gained,
For saving ladies’lives in childbed pained・’’
AIso another, Who thought the rank conferred
was not exalted su筒cient :
u Sir Fielding Ould is made a knight,
He shoul`l have been a Lord by right:
For then each lady’s prayer would be,
O Lord, gOOd Lord, deliver me.,’
McClintlock accords to him the honor of
attending the Countess of Mornington at the
birth of the Duke of Wellington. He attained
COnSiderable prominence while still comparatively
young, and was desc轟ed by a jealous critic ag
高the youngest surgeon practising midwifery in
the city.’’
The R. C. P. I. refused to examine him for the
degree of Trinity Co11ege on the ground that the
PraCtice of obstetrics was degrading to the dig-
nity of the profession of medicine. This absurd-
ity was shown up in ts ridiculous light by Gilborn'
who wrote :“輩畿欝築轟薗d,
驚謹薬欝欝
一Gai物γd’∫ M壱dわal ,佃uma4 S勿t・, I888.
COLLEGE NOTES.
A. M. HuBBELL;89, and H. H. Braley言89) are
espectively resident physician and resident
SurgeOn at the cbllege branch of the dispensary
this year.
We have not heard that the distribution of
Obstetric cases has been definitely arranged for
the year. It is to be hoped臆that the experience
Of the past will not be repeated, and 。that the
matter will be satisfactorily arranged, and ot 。n鴫
SO that cases shall be fairly and equitably dis-
tributed, from the opening of the tem.
Lautziu -Beninga言89, has been assisting Dr.
Packard in the museum this summer, With
excellent r sults. He also, during the last two
Weeks of AugustタtOOk the place of Hale言89) aS
inteme at the hospital, While the latter was
enJOymg a muCh needed vacationタ　after his
arduous labors of the past year.
House physician Hubbell and house surgeon
Braley look none the worse for their hard
summer)s work.
“The Bishop" (’89) is on deck.
The annual meeting of the Hahnemann Society
Will be held in the small lecture room Tuesday,
Oct. |6th, at 3 0’clock p. M. Electioh of o航cers
for the year.. A full attendance is requested・
It is rumored that Hale, ’89, has not parted
With his g7重り′ ∫uみbut wlll lead the nine to victory
again this year:
We under§tand hat Tumer, ’89言s to assist
Prof. Calder. Though no doubt he will be acid.
uous, We hope he will make it　朽dilute.’’ Of
COurSe th `` Kaffee-klatsch # will be as well pro-
Vided for as under Dr. Thomas’regime.
T滋e彬巌αl扱くカ形l.
A FULL AND COMPLETE LINE OF
SurglCa=ns七ruments FO灘豊計D
"　(
Obstetrical Forcepsl at |5% discount from catalogue prices・
pocket Instrument Cases at I5% dis60unt、fr10m Catalogue prices・
Dissecting Cases at I5% discount from catalogue prices・
B撃gy Cases at 25% discount from catalogue prices・
;stethoscopes) LaLryngOSCOPeS, and Ophthalmoscopes, at
` low net prices.
Hypoqermic Syringes at 25% discount from catalogue
A great variety of Steam and Hand Atomizers・
CODMAN　&　SHURTLEFF,
SUPERIOR SUR(氾CAL INS冒RUⅢENTS,
C重H。 GOLDTHWÅITE & CO。
1 86　Was串ngton Street,
BOSTO討, MASS・
A FUしL L重NE C)F
.suRGICAL I料sT束UMENTS,
MEDICAL BATTERIES
SURGICAL and ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
OF ALL KINDS.
The h脅,∫tみee qf Medわal E巌Irわal C6,Od∫あ
小杉秒Eク幼nみ
T恥SSESJ皿STIO §TOOKI鵬Sl &0.J A SPEOl肌Y.
The members o白he profession are cordial]y invited to
call and exanine our stbck and prices.
All ordqrs by mail reeeive e沖ec叫attention‘
13 & 15甲romont St., 、Booton, Ⅲ乳ss・
C. A. SIEGEMUND,
)　　　　　PHA薦MA.OJβT,
1553 to 1557 Washington St.I COrner W Newton St.
PHY§10!州SJ PRE§ORIPT10NS A SPEOIALTY.
AIso a full line of Homceopathic MedlCines.
SUBSCRIBE NOW
The Medical Student.
U TO ’S
DINING ROOMS,
FOR LAD!ES AND G珊TS,
NQ‘' 1844 Washington Street・
21 Meal Tickets, Gents　　○　　○　$3"5O
21 ”　”¥　Lad es　'　　〃　　3・OO
sp留CIAL RAT寧S FC)R STUDENTS.
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’SQU量B争(容血写重タ)
A paradox- Lillian JoneちC: B.
書葦器誓書悪霊葦葦
[How wicked/! This is evidently from some one
Who uses only tinctures. Go to!-Edわrあ
誘a徒㍗〆M弦肱] ,
As “fresh air,, is→　natureブs own and best
disinfectant) Why not have more of it in the
dispensary?
RETORTS (from the Laboratory〉.
THE juniors, Who /may nOW be said to have
arrived at their “ break-age,’, (according to the
`` Amouncement’’) will shortly be strugg]ing
With those profound definitions of ``Salt’, and
=Base.?) Good luck to them.
_ル秘めγ.一“Professor, What is the test for
alcohol ) ))
1}〆-`` The odor of the breath,,2
1}〆-`` Next, how do you ascertain the specific
gravity臆Of urine? ’,
物・-付By the urinometer.タ,
Pγグー`` Correct, but what is the hrinometer? ,
現物・-``An instrdment for ascertaining the
SPeCific gravity of urine.タブ
(The professor uses his “ red bandama,,,)
SOCIETY一重887-88.
…　… .　M.W.Turner
… . . . . A.M.Httbbell
; ∴三∴C書霊議
. . . . . .　Frank Pritchacd
. . . . . .　C.R.Henderson
. . . . . . . H.W.Johnson
Notices of the GREGORY SotxpTY meeti暗s will
appear in our next, 0壷)g tO Ou巨being unable to
PrOCure them in time for this issue.
雪中I塞rg Of any description仁iexecd融′かro壷tl汗詳言、l
ヽ-●づI　へ　　置、　　　-　一　　　　　　方ノ　　　　　　　費　●〉
●　　　　●　　　　●　　　　●　　　　●　　　　●
Estimates
Cheerfu=y furnished,
L.蹴R抽′掴0
二　　　言　　　　　　　　　　　　　　i　し　.　　　、_十,二二
晒I附TE鵬
NO. 54把ARL ’$丁R班丁
Books, Pamphlets,
Magazines,
Newspapers,
Society Print王ng,
Pro rams. Me緬s, Tickets,
Orders of Dances, etC,
